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About This Content

King Dugan's Dungeon is the game that takes place after Gunthro and the Epic Blunder. Once you've completed "Gunthro",
either KDD or Journey 5d3b920ae0
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A new version of the first hold, King Dugan's Dungeon. It is not extremely hard in terms of drod holds, definitely hold and a
few puzzles show their age if you compare them to others. The steam release has nice updates. I finished the previous version of
this hold. It was fun. Very rewarding, very time taking. I'm happy I did so.. KDD is the first DROD game, redone in the new
DROD engine. While it's still stronger than most grid-based puzzlers by a huge margin, you're looking at a decade's old design.
The levels are ugly, way too big and packed with empty space out the wazoo, and the game is almost a total snoozefest for the
first 3-5 chapters. There's a reason why you're buying Gunthro first before picking up this game. Gunthro is a far more refined
design. That said, once you soldier past the snoozefests, you do see the puzzle skills that started this whole franchise on display.
And this is a massive "DLC," given that it is a full length game with hundreds of puzzles, later ones even meticulously designed.
Worth it if you want more DROD but just understand it is a rougher around the edges early design.. so many puzzles imm play it
and theres piuzzles. KDD is the first DROD game, redone in the new DROD engine. While it's still stronger than most grid-
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based puzzlers by a huge margin, you're looking at a decade's old design. The levels are ugly, way too big and packed with
empty space out the wazoo, and the game is almost a total snoozefest for the first 3-5 chapters. There's a reason why you're
buying Gunthro first before picking up this game. Gunthro is a far more refined design. That said, once you soldier past the
snoozefests, you do see the puzzle skills that started this whole franchise on display. And this is a massive "DLC," given that it is
a full length game with hundreds of puzzles, later ones even meticulously designed. Worth it if you want more DROD but just
understand it is a rougher around the edges early design.. Still needs more roaches.. Still needs more roaches.. so many puzzles
imm play it and theres piuzzles
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